IEOM Paper Review Process

IEOM Paper Review Criteria

1. What are the contributions of the paper?
2. Is the title suitable and adequate?
3. Are the literature references adequate?
4. Are any errors of fact or logic contained?
5. Are there necessary descriptions for all figures and tables?
6. Do the summary and conclusion bring out the main points of the paper?
7. Is the research contribution good enough for a quality paper?
8. What are the additional ways in which the paper could be improved?
Authors submit papers / abstracts in XCD Submission System and Select a Track

Conference Chairs / Track Chairs / IEOM Editors
review submissions and filter initial submissions and assign reviewers for Blind Peer Review

Plagiarism Check (Turnitin)
Reviewers are selected from conference committees and 10,000+ experts in IEOM disciplines

Reviews ≥ 2
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Acceptance Category:
Accept as it is
Accept with minor revision
Accept with major revision

NO
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No
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Reject Paper
May Accept as an abstract

Conference Chairs/Track Chairs / Editors Review it and decide:
- Reject
- Accept as it is
- Accept with minor revision
- Accept with major revision
- Accept as an abstract

Final Paper Submissions (Re-check Plagiarism using Turnitin)
Authors submit the final papers with addressing review commenting, IEOM Paper Checklist and Formatting Guidelines

Assistant Editors Check for Addressing Review Comment and Other IEOM Requirement
Check each paper and communicate with authors if review comments are not addressed, did not satisfy IEOM Paper Checklist and formatting guidelines. If not satisfied, convert paper to abstract

Associate Editors Check for Proceeding Ready
Check each paper to make sure to satisfy the paper quality and proceeding requirements. If not satisfied, convert paper to abstract

Editor / Publication Director Check for Publication
Final check each paper and prepare a table of content to add page numbers. If any paper has major issues, editor may convert paper to abstract

Publish IEOM Proceedings